Our Gardens

Early grounds from the north east. The Wynne house was built in the mid 1860s. When
Loreto bought the house it was probably about 10 years old. The gardens here look fairly
immature. Note the hot house to the west of the house.

South Frontage and Driveway.
‘Eucalyptus Blossoms’ 1913
‘Memories’
“Mary’s Mount then was only an ordinary dwelling-house, set in the midst of a beautiful
garden. Where the Senior School now stands [school room/dormitory building 1881] was
a soft green croquet lawn, bordered by beds of bright flowers. From the stone verandah
on the north and east side of the house (part of it is now the oratory), a pretty view of the
grounds could be seen, and also of Lake Wendouree. At that time there was only a low
picket fence instead of the brick wall, and the trees were not yet planted on the borders of
the lake. A favourite resort on hot days was the beautiful willow walk, where is now the
Novitiate building. A conservatory stood between it and the house, which the German
gardener kept always well stocked with beautiful pot plants, which served well for
decorative purposes on feast days.

‘Eucalyptus Blossoms’ Dec. 1886 – “A Ramble Through Our Grounds”
“The principal entrance to the Convent grounds opens on to a broad gravelled carriage drive,
and entering you cannot fail to notice the handsome gate. It is covered with beautiful ivy,
from which peep out two statues, the one representing St. Michael, who protects all the
Convents of the Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and the second, St. Joseph in the garb of
a carpenter, leaning on a hatchet. Turning to the left of this entrance you find yourself on the
Sacred Heart walk, where the little ones recreate themselves and tend with devoted, if not
judicious care, the pretty flower-beds, given to each for her amusement…. Some of the
flower-beds are cut in the shape of an M, the initial of our Lady’s name, and others in the
form of stars, &c. Here is a pretty arbour covered with ivy, roses, and woodbine… Now we
are on the southern boundary of a large paddock, wherein we elder ones play merry games.
A pretty little cottage is now being erected in the centre of this paddock; when finished it will
answer the purpose of an infirmary. ….Now we have taken a short cut across the paddock, and
are on its northern walk; we pass through the gate, which has been left open for our
tricycle…The walk we are now on is skirted on one side by a pretty hedge, on the other side is
a high wall. In some places the trees meet overhead and in a short time a perfect avenue will
be formed. A plot of land on this walk is tended by the children of the Holy Angel’s Sodality. A
tree stands in the centre of the bed, and here in a niche is a lovely little statue, which we style
“Our Lady of Children.” And now come up the willow walk, where there is a sheltered arbour,
and where lovely willows bend their graceful heads; we pass along the rear of the Convent,
take on our way a glimpse of the tennis court, and we find ourselves on a long wide walk
which is known as the “broad walk”; at the top is a beautiful statue of the Immaculate
Conception, standing on a rockery and surrounded by beautiful ferns and flowers. On this
walk may be noticed three pretty arbours, where we spend our recreation hours in the
Summer months. These arbours open into a lovely grotto of Saint Joseph. Now, as we are on
the front walk again, we shall return to the House and see the Lake from the Convent
windows. We are in a splendid dormitory at last, having mounted a long flight of polished
stairs. What a view from these northern window; below is the tennis court, surrounded by a
regular little forest of gay-coloured flowers, and there is poor old “Judy’s paddock”, where we
love to sit and work in the shade of the trees, but it is cut up for a large building [the St.
Joseph Wing being built]…. From the southern windows a view of a different style greets the
eye; below are the beautiful Convent grounds, the large front bed filled with lovely flowers, in
the midst of which rise orange trees …”

The Lake walk in the late 1900s was the path on the north side of the property next to the
Lake brick fence. There are mature pine trees on either side. Note the pine cones on the
path.

The Broad Walk was on the western side of the property. The top image ,c.1880s,
is probably leading north toward the Lake and shows the statue of the Immaculate
Conception at the end of the garden and the arbour on the right. The image below
is a little later, c.1913, and may be looking south towards the front gate with the
arbour on the left. On the other side of the arbour is the vegetable garden and the
building on the right is possibly the music rooms abutting the west side of the
school room built in 1887.

Hans, the Gardener.
“Eucalyptus Blossoms’ Jun 1895 – ‘Gardening in General, and Our Gardener in
particular’, by Hettie
“…I want to introduce you to one who is a past-master in the art, a trained
gardener, who has lived at our convent for the last twenty-five years*. Hans is a
German, and very pleased is he if any of us accost him in his native tongue. He
seems to us part of the place, and year in, year out, we watch him at his silent,
patient work. Our old solitary, we call him, grim and jealous of his solitude too,
for even in the busiest times, he takes help from no one. But though his face be
grim, his heart is not quite flinty, believe me. I have seen rare sparks of kindliness
dart from under those shaggy eyebrows, and the hard lines in his face soften, at
some little attention, the gift of a silk-handkerchief, or a tie, brought to him after
the vacation. …His little daughter comes regularly with her Vater’s Mittagessen
[lunch], she is the only visitor he has, all through the toilsome day… This Spring,
his time of triumph, and the old fellow smiles grimly, as he fills our eager arms
with blossoms for Our Lady’s Oratory, or the school… Summer comes, the
gardener’s purgatory, bringing its tasks of endless hosing, and mulching, forcing
of backward vegetables, &C.,… See, he has donned his summer hat of great
dimensions…But Autumn, too, brings work for Hans, though of another
kind…There are hedges and shrubs to be clipped, grape-vines, fruit-trees, and
roses to be pruned, pine-needles and withered leaves to be swept off, the last of
the hard fruits gathered in , great marrows and melons stored up, beside which,
he gives the garden soil a general uprooting, with spade or fork, just as he did
before the Spring. …Then, who would be a gardener in winter, plodding over
muddy paths, digging in the cold and rain-soaked earth… Now you must believe
me, when I tell you that Hans really clothes himself in sackcloth, while the rainy
season last, Yes! He encases his lanky form in tow great flour sacks joined, and
with a hole at the top, to allow his head to emerge. Leggings of sacking complete
the costume, his hat slouches over his face, and then he defies the elements,
does Hans.

*It is possible that Hans was gardener for the Wynn’s.

The paddock, now the oval, was the place for games. In the background is the novitiate
building surrounded by gum trees, which were said to have inspired the name for the first
school magazine, “The Eucalyptus Blossoms’.

Front Garden, soon after the building of the Chapel in 1902. Note the large rockery with
central urn. This was before the gothic façade had been added to the house. The
novitiate building can be seen in the background with the bell in place.

The gardens at the opening of the Chapel. The round garden is newly planted and has a
central fountain.

The front garden in the 1920. Note the extensive use of hedges.

The circular garden in front of the Chapel c.1930, before the planting of the palm tree.

This aerial photograph of Mary’s Mount was taken in 1942. The tents of the American forces,
based in Ballarat can be seen in Victoria Park over the road. The vegetable garden was
extended in to the front gardens to provide fresh fruit and vegetables for the community.

Looking west from the vegetable garden.

‘Loreto’ 1945
‘A Walk Around Mary’s Mount’ by Eileen Riley
“…Our tour takes us to the front garden, the new English lawn and shady broad
walks of which were the scene of so many happy renewals of friendship at the
Garden Party last term. If the pine tree in the centre of the lawn, which has watched
the development of Mary’s Mount from its first years, had the gift of the tongues, it
would give you a very interesting account of the meeting of many of your old
friends, and recall to your minds many memories of your own schooldays.
…The next place to be visited is the “paddock” where at the present moment the
Basket-ball Courts are the gathering ground for all the active members of the various
divisions, while the running track and broad walk are almost deserted. The tennis
courts are looking rather dismal just now – July – but will come in for their share of
popularity when our new “en-tous-cas” courts are finished…”

‘Loreto’ 1946
“Greetings from London” by Eva Gilchrist
“…But I was seeing not printed pages, but sunny, light-hearted days, crustal-clear
Ballarat air, sweet scents mingled with the aroma of pine needles crushed in the
gravel of the Broad Walk, Mary’s Mount, of course, more than half a century ago!
And who that was there then can forget that scent or the crunch of the gravel and
the so uncomfortable Eucalyptus seed nuts round the paddock as we said our
Rosaries. Those fine trees must have inspired the name of our first journal –
“Eucalyptus Blossoms” – a name which seems to embrace our Saintly little Rev.
Mother Gonzaga and her inspired letter in each issue…”

Group photo 1952 in front of main building and Chapel.
Note Canary Island Palm in the background which is probably about 10-15 years old.

Aerial View of Mary’s Mount, 1964. The Mary Ward Wing is under construction. The old dairy
and stable buildings are still there as is the laundry yard. The oval has not been developed and
the tennis courts are on the site of what was the infirmary, then the Sisters’ residence and now
the Mary’s Mount Centre.

The third Lourdes Grotto on
the site. This one replaced
the one built in place of the
original grotto, removed for
the building of the Chapel.

